Let G be a locally compact Hausdorff abelian group and X be a complex Banach space. Let C(G, X) denote the space of all continuous functions f : G -*• X, with the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets. Let X' denote the dual of X with the weak* topology. Let M C (G, X') denote the space of all X'-valued compactly supported regular measures of finite variation on G.
Introduction
The notion of mean-periodic functions was introduced in 1935 by Delsarte [5] . It is well known that every solution of a constant coefficient homogeneous ordinary differential equation is a finite linear combination of solutions of the type t k e lkl , where k € C, and it € 2 + . Delsarte was interested in knowing whether this result is still true for convolution equation of the following type (1) / / 0 -t)k{t)dt = 0, VseIR, where k is a continuous function which is zero out side some interval. For r > 0, periodic continuous functions of period r are solutions of the convolution equation 
JS-T/2
For this reason Delsarte called the continuous functions which are solutions of equation (1) as mean-periodic. In [35] , Schwartz observed that the mean-periodicity of a continuous function does not depend upon the function k, and he extended Delsarte's definition as follows: DEFINITION 1.1. A continuous function/ : R ->• C is said to be mean-periodic if there exists a non-trivial regular measure \x of compact support and finite variation such that (f * ix)(s) = / " / (s -t) dfx(t) = 0 , V s e R .
Schwartz also gave an intrinsic characterization of mean-periodic functions. Let C(R) denote the vector space of complex valued continuous functions on IR with the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets (u.c.c). Let Af c (R) denote the space of all regular measures of compact support and finite variation on R. For / € C(R), let r ( / ) denote the closed translation invariant subspace of C(R) generated by / . Schwartz in [35] showed that/ e C(R) is mean-periodic if and only if x(f) ^ C(K). Further, if / * /j, = 0 for some non-zero fi e M C (R), then / is a limit of finite linear combination of exponential monomials t k e lkt which satisfy t 
(R). For instance, let fi be such that d[i(t) = <f>(t) dt,
where <f> e C~(R), space of all infinitely differentiable functions on R, and g is a nowhere differentiable continuous function on R. Some particular cases of (3) were analysed in [31, 32] . In general, no necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of solutions of equation (3) are known. A variant of the above problem is the following: Consider the following convolution equation
• Is MP(G, X) ^ 0? That is, when does there exist non-zero mean-periodic functions?
• Is MP(G, X) ^ C(G, X)? That is, do there exist continuous functions which are not mean-periodic?
• Is MP(G,X) dense in C{G,X)7 That is, how large is MP(G,X) as a subspace of C(G, X)?
We answer these questions for the particular cases G -K, in Section 2 and G -T, circle group, in Section 3. Analysis of such questions for more general groups remain open.
The problem of analysing mean-periodic functions is also related to the problem of 'spectral analysis' and 'spectral synthesis'. In order to carry-out the analysis, we define next vector valued exponential monomials and exponential polynomials.
An additive function on a locally compact abelian group is a complex valued continuous function a on G such that a(g\ + g 2 ) -a(gi) + a(g 2 2 ) for all gi and g 2 in G. An exponential monomial is a point-wise product of a monomial and an exponential. An exponential polynomial is a point-wise product of a polynomial and an exponential. The set of all exponentials is denoted by Q. Note that Q C C(G).
We define exponential polynomials in C{G, X) as follows:
We c a l l / e C{G,X) an X-valued exponential if for every g G G, / (g) = <y (g)x for some co 6 £2 and x e l (ii) We call / e C(G, X) an X-valued exponential monomial if for every g e G, / (g) = p(g)co(g)x for some j ; e X , p a monomial in C(G) and co an exponential in
C(G).
(iii) We c a l l / e C(G, X) an X-\alued exponential polynomial if for every g € G, / (g) = p(g)co(g)x for some x e X, p a. polynomial in C{G) and w an exponential in C(G).
(1) L e t / e C(R, X). T h e n / is an exponential if and only if for every t e K , / ( ( ) = e'
x 'x for some k e € and JC € X. / is an exponential monomial if and only if for every t € K, / (/) = t k e' x 'x for some A. e C, & e N and x e X. Finally, / is an exponential polynomial if and only if for every t e R, f (t) = p(t)e a 'x for some X € C, polynomial p(r) and x e X. Thus the exponentials, exponential monomials and exponential polynomials are the scalar multiples of the ones defined by Schwartz [35] . [5] Mean-periodic functions on groups 367
(2) A function / € C(l, X) is an exponential if and only if for every t € R, / (e") = e'"'x for some non-negative integer n and x e X.
REMARK. We shall use the following convention: When X = C we choose the x e X appearing in the exponential, exponential monomial and exponential polynomial to be the scalar constant 1. The generality is not lost due to this choice, since if a closed translation invariant subspace contains an exponential or exponential monomial or exponential polynomial if and only if it contains their scalar multiples. DEFINITION 1.4 . Let V be a closed translation invariant subspace of C(G, X). We say (i) spectral analysis holds for V if V contains an exponential; (ii) spectral synthesis holds for V if the linear span of the set of all exponential monomials in V is dense in V;
(iii) if spectral analysis (synthesis) holds for every closed translation invariant subspace V of C(G, X), then we say that spectral analysis (synthesis) holds in C(G, X). DEFINITION 1.5. Let V be a closed translation invariant subspace of C(G, X) and / € C(G, X) be mean-periodic. Let z(f) denote the closed translation invariant subspace of C(G,X) generated by / .
(i) The spectrum of V is defined to be the set of all exponential monomials in V and is denoted by spec( V) or a( V).
(ii) The spectrum of/ is defined to be spec(r(/)) and is denoted by spec(/) or o{f).
Some of the known results for spectral analysis and spectral synthesis for G = W are as follows: Let £(R") be the space of all infinitely differentiable functions on R" in the topology of compact convergence of functions and their derivatives. Then its dual E(R")' is the space of all compactly supported distributions on R". Schwartz [35] proved the following theorem:
THEOREM 1.6 ([35]). In E(R), every closed translation invariant subspace is the closure of finite linear combinations of the exponential monomials in it.
As a consequence of this theorem, the linear span of exponential monomials in every closed translation invariant subspace V of C(R) is dense in V. That is, spectral analysis and spectral synthesis hold in C(R). Using this Schwartz [35] described mean-periodic functions on R.
Let V be the closed translation invariant subspace of E(R") generated by the solutions of the homogeneous constant coefficient partial differential equation p(D)f = 0. Malgrange [28] proved that spectral synthesis holds for V.
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In 1975 Gurevich [17] proved that Theorem 1.6 cannot be extended for K", n > 1. Though Theorem 1.6 fails for K", n > 1, spectral analysis and spectral synthesis hold in C{G) for certain groups, for example, for G = l n (see [26] ) and for discrete abelian groups (see [12, 13] ). Consider the following example from [15] . Let V be the closed translation invariant subspace of C(U. 2 ) generated by fi and f 2 . Then the spectrum of V is {/ t }. But the closed linear span of the spectrum of V is a proper subspace of V. Thus spectral synthesis fails in C(R 2 ) and spectral synthesis fails for V even if V is finite dimensional.
However, for certain closed translation invariant subspaces V c C(IR 2 ) the linear span of all exponential polynomials in V is dense in V. These subspaces are described in the following three theorems. The following question is raised in [15] and the answer is not known: Let V be closed translation invariant subspace of C(K 2 ).
• Does there exist an exponential in V?
In Section 4, we answer this question affirmatively when V is either finite dimensional or rotation invariant or V = r M := {/ e C(R 2 ) : f * /x = 0} for some \i e M C (R 2 ). Let V be a closed translation invariant subspace of C(G, X). Then the problems of spectral analysis and synthesis are the following: We analyse these problems for G = R in Section 2 and G = T in Section 3. 
Mean-periodic functions on G = R
For G = R and X = C, it is known (see Schwartz [35] ) that/ € C(R, C) is meanperiodic if and only if r(f), the closed translation invariant subspace of C(R, C) is proper. We first extend this result to X, arbitrary Banach space. THEOREM 2.1. The following are equivalent:
PROOF. We use the fact that C(R, X) is a locally convex space and its dual is M C (K;X'). To show that (i) implies (ii): let fi € M C (R, X') be non-trivial such that / • n = 0. Then fi(g) = 0 for every g e r(f). Hence r ( / ) ^ C(R, A"), for otherwise /x(g) = 0 for every g e C(R, X), which is not possible, since fi is non-trivial. The implication (ii) implies (i) follows from the Hahn-Banach theorem for locally convex spaces and the fact that r (/) is a proper closed translation invariant subspace of C(R, X).
• We show next that there exist nontrivial X-valued mean-periodic functions on K. We prove next that existence of functions which are not mean-periodic is related to the X being separable.
THEOREM 2.3. MP(R, X) is a proper subset of C(R, X) if and only ifX is separable.
where X nJ and a nj satisfy the following conditions:
: j e N) = 0 for w ^ n and for every n, {k nj }°°= 1 has a limit X n 6 R.
(iv) The convergence in (5) Since the convergence in (6) is uniform, the convergence in (7) also is uniform. Therefore 5 P , converges to 0 uniformly asp, q -+ oo. Further, the Fourier coefficients a(S p ,;X)convergesto0asp, q -*• oo( [27] ). In view of (8), a(S pq ;X) = 0 for every X. Moreover, (l Xn (X nj ;) = 0 for every n andj. Since {X nj }°1, has limit point, this implies /x Xn = 0 for all n. Therefore, /x = 0. Hence / is not mean-periodic.
• L e t / e C(R, X) and let x' e X'. Then x' of e C(IR). It is natural to ask the following question: Is x' of mean-periodic for every x' ^ 0 if / is mean-periodic? We analyse this in the following theorem.
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v). Then A is continuous and (*' o h)(t) = g(t). We show that h is not in x(f). If possible let, h e r(f).
Then there exists £ c,
(
ii) Choose g e C(R, X) such that x'(g) jL y'(g). We show that g i r(f). If possible, let g e r(f).
Since • REMARK. When X = C, MP(R, X) is a subspace of C(R, X). It follows from Theorem 2.4 (iii) that sum of mean-periodic functions in C(R, X) need not be meanperiodic and hence MP(R, X) in general need not be a vector subspace of C(R, X). Moreover, the same argument works for separable complex Hilbert spaces. Case (ii): Let X be finite dimensional, X = C". Consider C(R) x C(R) x • • • x C(R). This is a finite product of locally convex spaces. Hence it is a locally convex space in the product topology. It is easy to see that C(R, X) is isomorphic to C(R)x---xC(R) as locally convex spaces. AlsoMP(R)xMP(R)x---xMP(R) c
MP(R, X) and MP(R) is dense in C(R). Thus it follows that MP(R, X) is dense in C(R,X).
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700036788 [10] Case (iii): X is not finite dimensional. Consider the set Exp(R, X) = {e lX 'x : k e C, x e X}. We show that the linear span of Exp(R, X) is contained in MP(K, X) and it is dense in C(R, X). L e t / (f) = e' x >'x i , g(t) = e tk2 'x 2 € Exp(K, X) and a, P e C.
Choose 0 ^ x' e X' such that *'(jti) = x'(x 2 ) = 0 and /x^ /x 2 e M C (R) such that e lX >' • /x, = 0 = e' X2 ' * /i 2 . Define (i(E) = (/x, • /i 2 )(E)*', for every E e ^R . Then ( a / + £g) * /x = 0. To prove the denseness, let /x e M C (R, X') be such that /x annihilates the linear span of Exp(K, X). Then /l^(A.) = 0, V X 6 C, V x e X. It follows that fi = 0. This completes the proof.
•
We analyse next the problem of spectral analysis and spectral synthesis in C(IR, X). Let V be a closed translation invariant subspace of C(R, X). ForX = C, Schwartz [35] proved that V contains exponential monomials and the linear span of exponential monomials in V is dense in V. It is well known [17] that spectral synthesis fails for W, n > 1. Further, it holds for certain locally compact abelian groups, namely for Z" due to Lefranc [26] and discrete groups due to Gilbert [16, 15] and Elliott [12, 13] . However, nothing is known for vector valued functions. In this section, we extend Schwartz's result for finite dimensional closed translation invariant subspace of C(IR, X), X an arbitrary Banach space. For this we need the following lemmas. &({t\, t 2 ,... , t"], V) .
PROOF. We prove the straight implication by induction. Suppose that [f\,f 2 ,... , /«} is a linearly independent set in &{S, V). As \f\) is linearly independent, there exists t x € S such that/i(/|) £ 0. Then {/i} is linearly independent on {fi}. Thus the lemma is true when n = 1. If/i(/i) = af 2 (h), for some nonzero a e C, choosey e S such that f\(t 2 ) ^ af 2 (t 2 ), which is possible, since / i , / 2 , . . . ,/" are linearly independent on S. Then it is easy to check that {/i,/ 2 } is linearly independent on [t u t 2 ). ^/ l ( ' i ) 7^ oif 2 a"_i such that a i / i + « 2 / 2 + . . . + «"_,/"-! = /" on {t u t 2 ?"_,}. Since {/,,/ 2 /") 's linearly independent on 5, there exists t n € 5 such that a\fi(t n ) + a 2 f 2 (t n ) + ••• -f £*"_!/"_,(O ^ /"(/"). It follows from this that [f x ,f 2 ,... ,/"} is linearly independent on [t u t 2 /"}. This proves the required claim. The converse is trivial.
• Using these lemmas we prove that every finite dimensional translation invariant subspace V of C(K, X) includes an exponential and every element in V is a finite sum of exponential monomials. PROOF. Fixabasis{/,,/ 2 ,... ,/"}of V. Since V is translation invariant, (/,), e V for every 5 € R. Therefore there exist unique scalars or,, e C such that (/,)* * E"=i «!/(*)/;•• Let/ denote the n x 1 matrix/ = f/1,/2,... , / " ] ' and A(5) denote the n x n matrix (a, y (5)). Then 
BL(C).

PROOF 2. For every / e R, define an operator T, : V -> V by
(r,/)(s) : = / ( * +5), V / e V , s e R .
Then 7", € BL( V) and satisfies the following properties: For every s , / e R (i) T s o T, = T s+ ,\ (ii) ro = /; (iii) T s o T, = T, o T s .
Let [t\, t 2 ,... , t"] be as given by Lemma 2.7. Let [K n } n >i be compact subsets of R such that U~= I AT m = R with {t u t 2 t
") c K { £ K 2 c. ••. .To show the required claim we have to show that t H» T, is continuous in BL( V).
We shall show first that / h-> 7, is continuous point-wise. Let s" -• s as n -» 00. Now T Sii (f) = f s " a n " T s (f) = /.,, for every f e V. Since / is uniformly continuous on compact sets, f Sn -> / s in C(R, X). Therefore T Sit -> 7j point-wise. To show that T Sit ->• 7^ in fiL(V), it is sufficient to show that for every m, \\T Sn -T"\\ Km -> Oasn -*• 00, where available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700036788 [13] Mean-periodic functions on groups 375 Km . Let e > 0. Since [f u f 2 /"} is a basis of V, for every / e V, there exist unique scalars a\,a 2 ,... ,a" e C such that /" = «i/i + "2/2 H r-a n f". Also since {/i,/ 2 /"} is linearly independent on K m , {(a,, a 2 a") e C" : ||a,/i + or 2 /2 H h «»/ n ||*r« < 1} is bounded in C , that is, there exists M > 0 such that ||ai/i + CK2/ 2 H h a n /«||*:" < 1 implies that ||(a, 
II7* -T,\\ Km = su P | | / | |^5 l \\T s "(f) -T,(f)\\
,
(i) s \-+ A(s) is continuous, (ii) A(0) = Z. (Hi) A(s + t) = A(s)A(t) = A(t)A(s).
Therefore, s h+ A(s) is differentiable (refer [18]) and (11)
A(s) = e sA ' (0) .
By virtue of equations (10) and (11),
This equation can be solved ( [21] ) and the solution is given by 
< j < q). This proves (ii).
(iii) By the discussion above, each f t can be expressed as follows: 
. Letf e C(K, X). Then r(f) is finite dimensional if and only if f is a finite linear combination of exponential monomials in C(R, X)
. [15] Mean-periodic functions on groups 377
PROOF. Suppose that r(f) is finite dimensional. Then it follows from the above theorem that / is a finite linear combination of exponential monomials. Conversely, suppose / is a finite linear combination of exponential monomials. Let / = EJ=, YZ? «iktWx ik .
• REMARK.
(i) Some authors (see [14, 25] ) define exponential polynomials to be functions of the form YJ-i fj. where fj are exponential polynomials defined as in Definition 1.3. With this definition, our result states that every finite dimensional translation invariant subspace V of C(R, X) is generated by exponential polynomials in V.
(ii) Anselone and Korevaar [1] have proved that when X = C, V C C(R) is finite dimensional if and only if V is the solution space of a homogeneous constant coefficient ordinary differential equation. This result is not true for arbitrary X which can be seen by the following examples. Let n 6 M C (R, X'). In the case when X -C it is known [35] that for a given \L the linear span of exponential monomial solutions of the convolution equation/ *\i = 0 is dense in the space of all solutions. We extend this for X -C as follows: THEOREM 2.10. Letf = ( / i , / 2 /") e C(R, C") satisfies thefollowing: • (1) When G = R and X = C, the notion of mean-periodic functions was introduced by Delsarte in 1935 [5] . In [35] Schwartz gave an intrinsic characterization of mean-periodic functions: / € C(R, C) is mean-periodic if and only if T ( / ), the closed translation invariant subspace of C(R, C) is proper. Clearly, for every A. 6 C, f k (t) = e lU , t e R, is mean-periodic, / * p = 0 for p = S 0 -e' k S u where 5, denote the Dirac measure on R at x 6 R. Schwartz [35] showed that if/ e C(R, C) is mean-periodic with / • p = 0, then / is a limit of finite linear combinations of functions of the type f^(t) -t k e
Then r (/) contains exponential monomials and the linear span of exponential monomials inxif) is dense inr(f).
COROLLARY2.11. Let X = C". L*// = (/,,/ 2 /") e C
(R,X) and p, e M C (R, X'). Suppose that each fj is mean-periodic and o(fj)f\o(f
,u , such that f x * p = 0. In Laird [22] it is shown that if / e C(R, C) is mean-periodic and g is an exponential polynomial, that is, g(t) = p(t)e lU , where p(t) is a polynomial, then fg is mean-periodic. (2) Let G be a compact abelian group. Then every character of G is mean-periodic, as observed in Rana [33] . (3) For X=C, mean-periodic functions on various locally compact groups have been analysed by various authors (see [2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 11, 17, 19, 20, 23, 24, 22, 29, 30, 36, 38, 37, 39] ).
[17]
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In general setting, even when G = R and X is an arbitrary Banach space, nothing seem to be known.
NOTE. The following questions still remain unanswered: (1) Let V be a closed translation invariant subspace of C(R, X). Does V always include a monomial exponential? Is V the closed linear span of the monomial exponentials in it? (2) The problem of finding solutions for/ • \x, -g, for a given fx and g, seems to be much more difficult even for the case G = K and X = C: Some particular situations are analysed in [31] and [32] . Another particular case is given in the next theorem. (ii) </ */x) = (A»). £00).
PROOF, (i) Follows from the facts that / is uniformly continuous, /x has finite variation and that \(f * n)(z) -(f * n)(w)\ < f T \\f(zs) -/(utt)||«/V"(*).
(ii) Since T is compact, / is uniformly continuous on T. Let € k > 0 be such that e k -*• 0 as k -*• oo. Since the metric on T is invariant under rotation, there exist finite Borel partitions P k of T = uB ki such that if z k i, w ki e B ki , then \\f (z k iw) -f(w ki w)\\ < e k whenever |io| = 1. Now (14) {f
= / t !l™ (5Z^( z l s «). H(B V ))\ z~"dz. [19] Mean-periodic functions on groups 381
we obtain PROOF. By Proposition 3.5, it suffices to show that / («) = 0, for every n e Z if and only if / = 0 . Using the uniqueness of Fourier coefficients for scalar valued functions we obtain, for every n e Z and x' e X', Thus (f * /i)(n) = (/(n), £(n)) = 0. for every n e Z. Hence it follows from Corollary 3.4, / * fi = 0.
(ii) Let 0 ^ /i € M(T, X'). Then /t(n 0 ) ^ 0 for some n 0 -Let 0 ^ x e X be such that (p,(n 0 ),x) = 0, and y 6 X be such that (£(n 0 ), y> ^ 0. Define/, g : T -+ X, by / (z) = Z"°JC and g(z) = z"°y. Then * if n = n 0 ;
[y ifn = n 0 ; and g(n) = < 0 if n ^ n 0 yOifn^: n 0 .
Therefore, (/(«), p,(n)) = Oforalln e Zand(g*M)(«o) = <l(«o), A("o)) 5^ 0. Thus / is mean-periodic with respect to /x and g is not mean-periodic with respect fi.
(1) Theorem 3.7 (i) is not true when X = C. For instance, the function / : T -»• C defined by / (z) := £~oo a"z n , z e T, where a n € C, a n ^ 0 for every n and J2™oo l a »l < °° * s n o t mean-periodic.
fin) =
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(2) Let G be a locally compact abelian group and X a complex Banach space. A function / e C(G, X) is said to be almost periodic if the set of all translates of/ is relatively compact in C(G, X). Every/ e C(T, X) is almost periodic and if X ^ C, then every / e C(T, X) is mean-periodic. When X = C, there are complex valued continuous functions on the circle group T which are not mean-periodic.
We have the following result for spectral analysis and spectral synthesis for T. (
ii) Every non-zero closed translation invariant subspace V of C(T, X) contains an exponential, that is, spectral analysis holds in C(T, X).
iii) The linear span of the exponentials in every closed translation invariant subspace V cfC(J, X) is dense in V, that is, spectral synthesis holds in C(T, X).
PROOF, (i) Let VI be a non-zero closed translation invariant subspace of C(T, X) such that V, c r(z"°;c). Then for/ e x(z na x), / ( n 0 ) = ex for some O^c e C and /(n) = 0 if n £ n 0 . To show V, = xWx), let fi € M(T, X') be such that n(Vi) = {0}. Then (£(n),*) for every n. In particular (£(«<,), *) and hence H(V) = {0}. Hence V, = T(Z""X).
(ii) Choose n 0 el and / 6 V such that / ( n 0 )^0 . We will show that z n°f (n 0 )e V. For, let p. e M(T, X') be such that (i( V) = {0}. Since V is translation invariant and U-iV) = {0J, / * ii = 0. This implies (f(n 0 ), £(n 0 )) = 0. Thus z n "f\n Q ) * \i = 0. Hence z" 0 /(« 0 ) e V. (iii) Let V be closed translation invariant subspace of C(T, X). Let V 0 be the closed linear span of z"f(n),f e V. Then by (ii), V 0 c V. Let/ e V. Let /* e A/(T,X') such that M( Vb) = 0. Then (f(n), /t(«)) = 0, for every n e 1. Thus / • /i = 0. Therefore,/x(/) = 0.
• COROLLARY 3.9.
For f e C(T, X) and [i g M(T, X'), the following are equivalent:
(i) f*n = 0.
(ii) / is a limit of finite linear combinations of functions z"x which satisfy the equation z"x * /x = 0.
PROOF. First observe that for a given fx, MP(n) = [f e C(T, X) : f * fi = 0} is a closed translation invariant subspace of C(T, X). The result follows from Theorem 3.8 (iii).
• [23] Mean-periodic functions on groups 385 fixed polynomial P in the variables z\,Zi,... ,z". The roots of this polynomial P form a closed set Z(P) in C of 2«-dimensional Lebesgue measure zero. Therefore
Z(P) is not dense in C But MP(G) = Z(P). Hence MP(G) is not dense in C(G).
Conversely, suppose that G is not finite. Let EP(G) be the set of all exponential polynomials in C(G). By (ii), EP(G) c MP(G), that is, T c fl c EP(G) C  MP(G) . Moreover ft separates points of G. Since the pointwise product of finite number of exponentials is again an exponential, it is easy to see that product of two exponential polynomials/ and g is a finite sum of exponential polynomials and hence T ( / # ) is finite dimensional. Therefore the algebra A(EP(G)), generated by EP(G), is contained in MP(G), that is, A(EP(G) PROOF. Refer [6] .
THEOREM 4.4. IfG does not have compact elements, then {0} £ MP(G) £ C(G).
PROOF. L e t / e C(G) be compactly supported. By Lemma 4.3, / is not meanperiodic. Thus MP{G) j * C(G). D
As we have pointed earlier, the problem of spectral synthesis does not hold for every closed translation invariant subspace V of C(R 2 , C). However, with some conditions on V this is true. First we prove the following lemma. (ii) Let A.i, A. 2) ... , A."; n\, rji,... , n" be complex numbers and for 1 < j,k,l < n, ay, 0 kr be non-negative integers. Then [t°" t%" e ,(k " t+ '" tl) : 1 < /,;' < n) is a linearly independent subset ofC(R 2 ) over C if (kj,nj) ^ (k k , rj k ) or (a,j, fi,j) jk (a, k ,fi, k ) .
PROOF, (i) Without loss of generality, we may assume that Im(X") = max Im(A.<), [25] Mean-periodic functions on groups 387
CkMh'ljKt^e'^"^'^. Since / * fi = 0 and c kj jL 0, jKkj, rjj) = 0, by Lemma 4.5. Therefore ix{e^' h+, » h) ) = 0 . Thus g^Vi+iy*) e v. Cases (ii) and (iii): V is rotation invariant, or V = r M . By Theorem 1.7 and Theorem 1.8, V contains an exponential polynomial. It follows easily from the proof of (i) that V contains an exponential.
